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AUTUMN’S

SURPRISE! David Ginn here, celebrating the finish of 35
years of doing school shows for a living. What else? I’ve
already plunged into doing my “Secret Tales from a Lost
Castle” summer library show! Not only is it still fun, but this
summer I’m working only North Georgia, which means I
will sleep in my own bed every night in June!
Ten days from now Autumn herself will take a People to
People delegation of 40 kids ages 11-12 for two weeks in Australia. Even Lynne is traveling this summer. She and I will
spend a week at the beach in July and later a week in England (lecture July 21 for London Society of Magicians)! We’ve
managed to work all this around the FCM, SEAM & PCAM
conventions, and have time to ship your orders!
NOW here it is…my continuing effort to get all my videos into DVD format, two at a time. As you can see I have
combined TWO live show videos into one DVD It’s About Time and Magic in Black &
White. Here are brief descriptions of each:
1. It’s About Time. David Ginn’s second video appeared in 1990, a complete school show
about watches, clocks, and calendars, teaching children the concept of TIME. Now you get
to see David in his element, both entertaining and educating children with comedy magic
live at a City of Atlanta school. Have fun watching the Time Warm-up, Music Magic, Rabbit Tub, Banana Snack, Clock History, Flying Watch, Race Against Time, and Rabbit Plays
Guitar. For magicians only: TIME book accompanies this video IF you don’t already have it,
explaining David’s behind-the-scenes methods and secrets. 55 minutes total.
2. Magic in Black & White. In the summer of 2001 David Ginn criss-crossed the State of
Georgia doing a library show with a newspaper theme. “What’s black and white and red all
over?” was the question he kept asking the kids, always offering a different answer. The live
magic includes a funny spotted dog, a magic checkboard, tricky bottles, newspaper surprise, David’s Famous Snake Can routine LIVE, walking through paper, the newspaper
tree, and a surprise ending with a special surprise guest! 55 minute performance only.
PRICE-WISE, here’s the deal: RETAIL PRICE is $25 for the two hour DVD. Order it
before July 31 at just $19 with the TIME book…or $15 without the book. Many of you
have the TIME book already (no use having it twice)…so if you want the BOOK, please
make that clear on your order! Otherwise, no book!
TIME/B&W DVD only $15…or TIME/B&W DVD with BOOK $19

Doing Magic for Youngsters
This is not the first book of children’s magic ever written. But
it is the first one I read as a teenager, and it put me on the
right path to entertaining children.
Doing Magic for Youngsters is actually two books in one,
written by Bert Easley and Eric P. Wilson. The first half tackles magic words, different kind of audience, opening stunt, visual comedy vs. jokes, using volunteers, sucker tricks, rabbits,
making candy and more. Part two offers several complete
children’s shows by Eric Wilson, hints on making your own
tricks, magical gags, and a list of do’s and don’ts for kidshows.
Paperbound, 122 pages, with Ed Mishell illustrations. I am
sure you’ll find something in these pages that will help YOU! Reg $10…SPECIAL: $5.00
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After 25 years of performing this wonderful trick in thousands of live
shows, plus selling it in lectures, the Vanishing Coke Bottle story is coming
to an end. The manufacturer has no moreall are at my house! No more will
be made!
Show a liter Coke bottle, cover it with a paper tube, suddenly crash the
tube down over it and show it empty COKE GONE! See me perform it
on the Live Kidbiz DVD or in the original Kidbiz book. It still plays, and
audiences love it. You can even change a Coke bottle to a can of Coke or
even Pepsi!
In 1980, when this bottle came on the market, the price was $35. Over the years it went over $50. My price
will be $35.00 until the end (maybe 50 left). Yes, THE END is seriously near!
Do You Own the ENTIRE Live Kidbiz Series of Two Books and Four DVDs? If you don’t,
read the description in the March 2006 newsletter, then take up this special: ORDER the
entire Live Kidbiz Series a retail price of $140 at the Summer Special sale price of just
$89.00 total POSTPAID by July 31, 2006! Hurry!

The NEW BOOK WORM!
Sammy Smith has finally done itmade his BOOK WORM trick
in Supreme QUALITY! Similar to Farmyard Frolics and Pet
Store Pranks, Book Worm has a library theme. You show a
library folder. Open it to show books inside, then you look for
Bob the Book Worm. He’s not there. Maybe he’s hiding among
the books?
So you now show big cards with different types of books, fairy
tales, history, adventure, geography, how-to books, and there
is Bob the green worm, playing in the books. After all, he likes
to read, as most of us book worms do! Suddenly Bob vanishes.
Open the library but he’s not there. Then the kids see him peeping out from behind the folder without the performer seeing
him. Finally YOU do see him, and all ends well.
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Vanishing Coke Bottle

You get FIVE heavy laminated book cards, BOOK WORM card heavy laminated, LIBRARY FOLDER
also laminated, and the cut-out pop-up Book Worm card (yes, laminated), plus very clear instructions by
Sammy Smith and Selina Frederick.
BOOK WORM is a wonderful routine for schools, churches, and of course LIBRARY SHOWS. It gives you
ample opportunity for both FUN and READING EDUCATION! Book Worm only $45.00

Professional Magic for Children
Over 9000 copies in print. Now in paperback. Professional Magic for Children is my definitive textbook on
the subject of entertaining children with magic, written after my first 18 years in the business! For over
25 years it has influenced magicians and clowns around the world. In 244 pages with over 100 photos &
drawings, PMC includes philosophy of doing magic for kids, mechanics of shows, dealing with children,
and lots of solid kidshow routines that I have personally used in thousands of live shows:
Instant Art, Mis-Made Flag, Clatter Box, Snake Can, Stocks of Zanzibar, Ching Soo Firecracker, Duke’s
Dye-Version, Arrowhead, Disecto, Boy to Rabbit and lots more. A special bonus chapter details two complete birthday party magic shows used by the author. Professional Magic for Children reg. $20.00…
Summer Special $13.00
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Years ago when Supreme Magic in England was alive and well, one of
the best COMEDY ITEMS they made was the Tipple Topple Wand.
At Blackpool last February, to my surprise, I met the man who hand
crafted Supreme’s Tipple Topple Wands and many other items. Well,
surprise, Magic 500 members! I came home with a fewand he made
me three dozen more! Yes, they’re here in Ginnville right now! And
you have the first chance at getting one, so hurry! Instructions include
my routine from my Nearly Unpublished book (page 19).
Basically, a Tipple Topple Wand is a breakaway wand that was never
cut into sections. This means the top and bottom white end caps will
tipple over IF you release your finger pressure on the other end. Kids
love it when you play look don’t see with this one. I finally show it
Lynne Ginn herself
“fixed” back and forth at each end, then hold it horizonally and let both ends drop.
Don’t wait on this! Only 3 dozen in stock! Hand crafted in the UK! I may have no more till next year’s trip
to Blackpool! Only $25.00 each!

Fly Away Birds
HAROLD TAYLOR gave me this great sucker trick in 1966, and I
still have mine! You can read my routine in Professional Magic for
Children. Show the placque that Rebecca is holding in the photo,
showing two little black birds. Say a child’s poem as you cover
them with a silk scarf. When you pull off the scarf, the birds are
gone. Repeat and make them return.
After a couple of times, the audience kids will be shouting:
“They’re on the back! You turned it around!” But when you show
the back of the placque at last there sits the funny old CAT who
probably made those little birds DISAPPEAR! (Yes, he ate them!)
Imported from Denmark, this version of FLYAWAY BIRDS is made exactly like the original. Complete
with placque, gimmick, stand, and instructions in English! Only 12 in stock so don’t wait! You’ll have fun
doing a different sucker trick! Just $35.00

New Dove Magic
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Tipple Topple Wand (Supreme!)

Speaking of BIRDS…I have just heard from Ramona Jacobs, wife of
Lee Jacobs who passed away last year…saying that she has found and is
sending to me 57 copies of my LONG OUT OF PRINT 1972 dove book:
New Dove Magic! Yes, it was new 34 years ago! And it will be new to you
if you don’t own a copy.
If I remember correctly, the book contains 17 dove productions that I
developed myself in the 60s & 70s (used in 100s of live shows), plus hints
and tips on working with doves. No reprint planned! I’m surprised to
find these copies, so I’m setting a $10 price on them. But I love a summer
special so order before July 31st at just $8.00!

EASIEST WAY TO ORDER: ginnorders@comcast.net
Yes, email is easy because we can give you a reply right away, process your order faster
SINCE YOUR NAME/ADDRESS IS RIGHT THERE. Just email what you want with credit
card number. WANT TO BE SAFER? Send 1/2 your CC# with order in one email, then a
second email with rest of card # & exp date!
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Creative Kidtalk BY GINN • SMITH • TAYLOR
In 144 pages you’ll find ten chapters of practical kidshow advice based on the experience
of three fulltime pros: David Ginn, Sammy Smith, Steve Taylor. Chapters include Audience Participation, Treating Helpers with Respect, Sucker Tricks for Kids, Entertaining
Pre-Schoolers, Working Outdoor Family Shows, Adult Volunteers in Kidshows, Mixing
Messages with Magic, New Twists on Old Tricks, Entertaining the Adults at Kidshows, and
Final Words and Stories. There are NO TRICKS explained in this book. Instead, you’ll find
a lot of practical knowledge to save YOU making lots of mistakes! Creative Kidtalk, the
book of 3 lifetimes (OURS!): $15 retail

Summer Special till 7/31/06—Only $7.00

The ONLY Three Ways to Book Your Show
Here is the David Ginn textbook on how to get PAID JOBS as a magician, clown, or
other variety arts entertainer. In 144 pages with lots of photos & art examples of publicity
materials, David explains how HE has made a living at magic for 35 years: through mass
and specific mailings, telephone calls, and in person interviews with potential clients.
Contents include mailing pieces, the list, going for long run, getting replies, direct
contact & personal touch, advance book, who to call, in-coming calls, press book, how
to interview, what’s the best answer? and lots more. In the second half of the book David
explains 33 Self-Booking Tools you can use, from business cards and photos to press
releases, FAX, ads, yellow pages and more.

Reg. $15.00—Summer Special Only $7.00
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Colorful Magic…David Ginn’s 1st published book
Here is the first Ginn book to see print in it’s 1981 second edition, fully 50% larger with
more pages and photos. Written in his University of Georgia days when he was doing
23 weekly TV appearances in Atlanta, this is vintage David Ginn magic that still works!
You’ll find Rabbit from Hat, Parfay Coke, Sponges Production, Colorful Blendoes, One
Hand Dove Appearance, Dove Up Sleeve, Dove in Dish, Double Doves, Big Silk Quick,
Multiplying Candle Finale, Tubes, Square Circle Discovery, Rope Evolution, Rabbits in
Color, Real Flowers, Bits and Pieces of Advice from close-up to stage magic, concluding
with a girl production illusion and many ways to adapt it. 112 pages with color cover.
COLORFUL MAGIC 2nd ED: $15.00

Summer Special till 7/31/06—Only $7.00

Daddy G Powder…best slush powder in magic!
This is Ginnville slush powder, purchased directly from the chemical company,
strong and pure, and I guarantee it works, plus I can give you a better price!
Daddy G Powder is strong enough to gel water, tea, coffee, soda, juice.
Pour 3–4 oz of water into a styrofoam cup, push two knitting needles through the
side, turn the whole thing upside-down, and the water is gone! See this on Live
Kidbiz 4 in the “Save Our Water” ecology routine. On my Kidshow How-2 video I
play 3-cup monte with the water before it vanishes leaving a 12 foot silk streamer!
Glue an empty medicine bottle inside the top of a cup, hiding a red silk inside.
Pour red colored water (cake coloring) into the cup. A moment later you turn the
cup overno water comes out but you pull out the red silk.
All you do it put a little of the powder into the cup before the show. When you
pour water into the cup, the powder INSTANTLY congeals the water into a semi-solid, allowing you to turn
the cup upside-down. One 30 dram bottle of my Daddy G Powder will last 20-30 shows, depending on how much
you use.
Daddy G Powder: $5 per bottle, 3 bottles for $10.00 but until 7/31/06 FOUR BOTTLES $10
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Laughter Legacy by DAVID GINN (sorta)
Thanks to Gene Gordon, who kept comedy notebooks for 40+ years, this book
exists at all! In 224 pages hardbound with dust jacket with 50 photos & 15 Ed Harris
cartoons, LAUGHTER LEGACY boasts 1300 jokes, gags, one-liners, quips & puns to
have your audiences laughing out loud! All divided into 25
logical chapters including kids, outdoor shows, mistakes, husbands/wives, money,
taxes, openers, closers, and more. To a kid: I hope I look as well as you do when I get
to be your age! Magic: This trick can be done in many forms, including chloroform!
Money: What good is happiness? It can’t buy money!
Over 3000 copies sold at $25! NEW RETAIL PRICE: only $20.00

Magic and Monsters for Kids I Love
by DAVID GINN
Here is David’s 1981 book of spooky, not scary magic and comedy, featuring fun
and funny monsters like Frankenstein, Wolfman, Dracular, Invisible Man, King
Kong and more. 13 major routines, including Multiplying Bananas, the Guillotine, Dracula’s Coffin & the Snakes, 3 Rope Trick with Snake Patter, Stake through
Handkerchief in Frame, Dagger Head Chest and much more.
BONUS FEATURE of the MONSTER BOOK (144 pp hardbound with dust jacket)
is a chapter of 200+ jokes, gags, riddles and one liners all about funny monsters.
Kids absolutely LOVE THESE! Maybe you will too. Magic and
Monsters is the ONLY Halloween Magic book on the market! $20.00

ALL BOOKS THIS PAGE are now $20.00.
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However until 7/31/06 you may order ANY TWO books
at $19; ANY Three at $27; or ALL FOUR books at ONLY $33. Hurry!!
Comedy Magic Textbook by David Roper
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Magical Thinker DAVID ROPER wrote it; David Ginn edited & published it. It’s 248
pages hardbound with dust jacket, and it is the only book in magic that explains how
to mix magic and comedy together from the family entertainer point of view.
In 12 chapters the author discusses the whys, hows, types of comedy magic, plus he
offers a fine selection of both stage and close up magic routines that bear out all the
theory. He even teaches you how to play Hippity Hop Rabbis as a closer for adult
shows! You’ll want to make his Comedy Card Mat, and you’ll embrace his Less Than
Perfect Magician act, especially if you’re clowning.
Jog Cleaning TV Commercial, Wooflefeather Bird Egg, more! $20.00

Safety Magic for Children by Karl Wagner
KAPT. KARL WAGNER wrote it; Ginn edited & published it. It’s 320 pages
hardbound, dust jacket, and it’s the only book in magic that teaches you how to
mix safety message with magic. Or ANY MESSAGES for that matter!
Written by Karl after 20 years and 10,000 school shows. Includes openers, street
safety, bicycle, shoelace, school bus, fire danger, accidents, poison danger, sharp
objects, animals, games, rope danger, and gun safety and more.
Highlights: getting newspaper publicity, Think Safety Book, phone call, which
poison routine, Vanishing Alarm Clock, and balloon pop.
Between the lines you’ll learn Karl’s techniques of working with children, which
apply to any kidshow. 96 Jim Kleefield drawings, photos. $20.00
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Trust me on this one: Rocco’s NEW blue D’Lites are the best thing to
come out since the original red ones! The yellow & green ones don’t
show up. I’d never use or sell them. But BLUE is a different story! At
a lecture I did for the Georgia Magic Club this spring, I showed my
routine for the first time with BLUE, then RED. The unanimous opinion
of all magicians present was that the BLUE showed up BETTER! I was
amazed to find this out…and that helped make my decision, not only to
carry them in our newsletter, but also put the BLUE D’LITES into my
new fall shows!
Like the original, these run generally $15-25 each, depending on who is
selling them. But I am offering you a PAIR of BLUE D’LITES in one box for just $25.00 for both. Regular
or large size ONLY. In stock now!

Comedy & Magic with Balloons
NORM BARNHART has lots of fun entertaining children and family
audiences with comedy and magic and with BALLOONS! Now he has
combined his TWO one-hour balloon magic videos onto one DVD.
On Comedy & Magic with Balloons, Norm offers you some of the best tips,
tricks, and downright terrific balloon-foolery you’ll ever see! You’ll learn
great clean gags, routines and bits of business that will amaze and amuse
your family audiences. Here’s just a sample:
Balloon Box Production, Elephant & Clown, Rocking Horse, Hank in
Balloon, Appearing Balloons, Jumbo Elephant, Octopus Squirts Ink, Bad
Hair Day, Harry Balloondini, Sunflowers, Koolaid to Balloons, Rabbit ON
Hat, Bringing Balloons to Life, Cut & Restored Balloon, World’s Fastest
Balloon, Birthday Card in Balloon, and Dog Thru Hoop and much more!
Comedy & Magic with Balloons (2 hr DVD)…just $35.00
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Rocco BLUE D’Lites (really cool magic)

DAVID GINN (myself)
Lecture Appearances for 2006
Here is where I will be lecturing the rest of 2006:
July 10-14
July 21
Aug. 3-5
Aug. 10-12
Sept 8-9-10

FCM Marion IN
London Society of Magicians at Davenports
SEAM, Birmingham AL
PCAM Victoria Canada
Short lecture tour outside USA

Christmas Magic Workshop (something I’ve been inspired to do):
Sept 23/24
Sept 30/Oct 1
Oct. 14
Oct 15
Nov. 11
Nov. 12

two west coast cities
two center of USA cities
Long Island NY
Boston area
Detroit
Chicago

Each Christmas workshop will feature magic, comedy, advice and a complete Christmas
show performed (4 lectures) with another performer. INTERESTED? EMAIL ME! This will
be a one time only, fall of 2006 ONLY, set of eight workshops. Club sponsorship required!
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From David Ginn Magic—a new exclusive silk pattern you’ll get nowhere else!
BEAUTIFUL! PURE SILK from China!
Made in VIBRANT, BRIGHT COLORS!
In stock now in two sizes and types:
1. Color Explosion 18" Silk:
This one boasts a red background, with sunburst spikes of green
coming out of a yellow circle, then 4 concentric circles of yellow, red,
light blue and dark blue. An outstanding silk for vanishing one and reproducing it (a duplicate) somewhere else, as in my Snake Can routine
(which will now include two of these). Reg. price $10.
SPECIAL: $5.00
2. Color Explosion
36" Blendo:
For the blendo we have made
the same design in 36" square
size with a bright green
background, red spikes, redyellow-dark blue concentric circles on an orange circle flanked by
a black circle background and the R-Y-B concentric circles repeated in the four corners. This 36" pure silk comes packaged with
FIVE 9" silks (red, yellow, orange, green & blue). Start with them
tied together end to end, wave the string of silks around, bunch
them up, and change to
the 36" Explosion Silk. Instructions included. Reg price: $30.
SPECIAL: $25.00

SUMMER SPECIAL
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Color Explosion Silks!

BUY CE 18" AND CE 36" Blendo together before July 31, 2006
and get ONE EXTRA 18" CE SILK absolutely FREE…
If you ASK FOR IT!
Color Changing Wreaths
They’re back, beautiful, and inexpensive! Better still, they come with
a CLOTH JACKET! Show 3 white 12" feather rings, place them one
by one in the jacket, and they change to red, yellow, blue as you pull
colored silks through their centers. Then put them all into the jacket
and pull them out to reveal NOTHING. Finally you toss the trio of
rings into the air, where they suddenly expand into ONE GIANT
three-foot feather ring using all three colors!

I have now been using versions of this trick for 26 years, starting with
the original $80 version. Now here’s the best version yet, with a cloth
jacket and 3 hanks (I replaced mine with 18" silks) at an extremely
reasonable price. Not $45, not even $35—only $25 complete! Why
not buy TWO while the price is right, and you’ll have a back-up for
years to come. Hey, KIDS LOVE THIS! So do I.
Econo Color Changing WREATHS—just $25.00
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No exaggeration: I took my last 22 Glitter Pom Pom Poles to
Blackpool England, performed my toy shop routine, and SOLD
OUT immediately after the lecture. Hey, someone even bought my
own, and I had orders for more. So Jim Green in Florida got back
to work and made some more! And they’re still selling!
Originally popularized by Doug Henning on an 80s TV show, this
trick is currently being made by many manufacturers. Jim’s, in my
opinion, is THE BEST. Why? It works smoothly, and it’s the right
size. This 10-inch pole will fit inside your coat or back pocket YET
is large enough to perform close-up or stage. What happens? You
pull the various pom poms (red, yellow, blue, green) back and
forth, up and down, from one side to another, puzzling the audience. Then you separate the two halves of
the pole showing nothing inside. When you join the pole again, the pom poms resume working. Hey, it’s
MAGIC! Several routines included with a precision made product!
GLITTER POM POM POLE: $35

Six Foot RABBIT Silk
Since these Rice reproduction silks appeared, I’ve learned that you can
easily hide one in a small space. In fact, you can hide three or more in
my BIG BLACK HAT ($35) shown in earlier newsletters. Yes, produce
this huge beautiful bunny silk magically, or just use it as a backdrop!
I am placing the Rice Repro RABBIT IN HAT SILK—the Six Foot
RABBIT Silk—on sale! Remember, if you bought a genuine Rice
6-foot silk these days, you’d pay $300–600 depending on the quality.
These sell at $150 retail...my price has been $125...but I’m placing just
the 6-ft RABBIT SILK on sale at the LOW, LOW, LOW PRICE of just
...............$99.00

Purple Orange Eater
Here is one of my personal favorite magic creations, maybe because
I thought it up! Tell the story of a little monster who loved oranges,
relating the tale with shoelaces. Pull the ORANGE one through your
hand, where it changes to PURPLE. Kids think the missing lace is
“in your hand,” but no—that one’s GREEN! End up by pulling the
missing orange one from your pocket, but that’s not all—suddenly
you S-T-R-E-T-C-H the orange lace from 27" to nearly five feet long as
you verbally end the cute story about sharing with others. You get the
complete gimmicked laces with my full instructions and patter story.
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Glitter Pom Pom Pole

POE — just $10.00

David Ginn: Magic, Books, DVDs
370 Bay Grove Road
Loganville GA 30052 USA
PH 770-466-8421 FAX 770-554-8209
ginnorders@comcast.net
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MAGIC CLOSE-OUTS!
Hurry! Don’t Wait!
Profit at the Party
Over 25 years ago British magician DAVID HALLETT wrote a
classic textbook about party entertainment, and most of you
have never even heard of it! Some months ago, I found a copy,
read it cover to cover, and now consider it the best party book
for magicians or clowns EVER PUBLISHED!
Profit at the Party is 112 pages of powerful material for family
entertainers who do party shows. Not only can you sell them
a magic or clown show, but you make extra $$$ by orchestrating all the games! This book teaches you how, while providing
you with nearly SIXTY games, stunts, and things to do, not
just for children but teens and adults as well. Some of these
items you could even adapt for a magic or clown SHOW! Hey,
I am already planning using one myself! Trust me! This is not
another book of tricks. David Hallett worked all of this material, and by adapting it to your style and character,
SO CAN YOU!
Profit at the Party…only 11 copies in stock, maybe no more ever!…$45 reg. price…Your price just $35.00

The Enlightened Magicians
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The second of our lost treasures this summer is Michael Jeffreys’
271-page out-of-print hardback book, The Enlightened Magicians.
A few months back I located 48 more brand new, MINT condition
copies of this super book, which interviews eighteen well-known
magicians, including a photo of each and about 10–14 pages of text
with each performer. ONLY 14 COPIES ARE LEFT, and I will be
happy to AUTOGRAPH my pages!
Here are the magicians features in photo & interview format:
Harry Blackstone Jr, Lance Burton, Siegfried & Roy, the Pendragons,
Johnny Ace Palmer, Billy McComb, Jonathan Neal Brown, Brian
Gillis, Johnny Thompson, Marvyn Roy, Chuch Jones, Ray Pierce,
Jason Randal, Whit Haydn, Joe Givan, Bruce Cervon, Michael Finney,
and me, DAVID GINN!

What will you learn from these magicians? Plenty! Their influences,
their successes, flaws, achievements, their creative processes, how
they select tricks, what makes them happy, taking risks, self-motivation, their rejections, humorous happenings, and how each feels his magic has affected the world. Both a fun
and EDUCATIONAL book to read and absorb, The Enlightened Magicians will inspire you to think and feel
like a pro, at the same time understanding that we’re all human as well.
14 LEFT…Originally $29.95…Special clearance price: just $15.00. AUTOGRAPHED!
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Jeremy & Cheryl LePoidevin’s children’s magic lecture
at Kidabra 2005 was a highlight of the convention.
With permission, I am offering to our customers
the last of their Practical Magic lecture notes with a
75-minute AUDIO CD of the entire lecture. Here is
what you’ll learn:
• Pot Luck. A bag containing ONE flower is given to
a spectator. Four flower cards are eliminated out of
five and the last card depicts the same colour flower
in the bag! • Walk About Puppet. A funny monkey finds a chosen ribbon. Children LOVE this one. • Knitty
Knitty Bang Bang! A Do-As-I-Do balloon penetration using what appears to be two tubes. Your helper succeeds
while you fail. Magician in trouble!
• Golden Welding. A golden medallion vanishes & appears on a chain held by a spectator. • Telephone Gags,
3 of them. • Skip ‘n’ Snip. A cut and restored rope using a Jump Rope with handles. Sold out on the first day
immediately after the lecture! • Quick on the Draw! Two large, blank sheets are shown cleanly and numbered
1–4. A pictorial card (Winnie the Pooh) is chosen and its image appears on one of the blank pages. • Fishy
Business. A silk trick using a Stranger Danger theme. Very topical with the popularity of movie “Finding Nemo.”
A Nemo clown fish is the hero. • Dot’s Next? A routine for the classic What’s Next Trick, which involves every
child in the audience. Very strong in live shows, even though we’ve all see versions of it.
• Invisible Balloons. Spectators blow up invisible balloons, but in the end one is VISUALLY and AUDIBLY
popped! An easy do it yourself effect with several audience helpers. • Dog Arm Puppet and Routine. A multiphased routine involving an arm puppet. You do not have to use a dog necessarily. Complete sell out at Kidabra!
I love using my dog! • Silk to Rose. A rose whose petals have all fallen off is restored to its original glory. Handmade by Jeremy and Cheryl in England. • Finally. The lecture notes contain two bonus (and linked) effects, not
shown in the lecture: • Animal Karaoke and Birth of a Butterfly. Full instructions on how to make them.
LAST 9 COPIES…will NOT be reprinted! Practical Magic Lecture Notes & Audio CD: only $9!
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Practical Magic Lecture…
Exactly 9 Left…
Last Time Offered!

• • • Kidshow Kaleidoscope • • •
STEVE TAYLOR, inventor of Airhead Rudy, mastermind behind the 147
Kidshow Conferences we did from 1995-2002, and more recently MUM’s
family entertainment columnist has created another winner:
Kidshow Kaleidoscope — the newest KIDSHOW audio magazine for the
family entertainer! Imagine attending a magic convention for children’s
entertainers IN YOUR CAR! You’ll be able to listen to the latest in kidshow
news, performing techniques, routines, discussions, and new effects while
you drive!
Kidshow Kaleidoscope promises a lively and entertaining format featuring
most of today’s top “movers and shakers” in kidshow magic: Sammy Smith, Mark Daniels, Duane
Laflin, Barry Mitchell, BJ Hickman, David Ginn, Tim Sonefelt, Marty Hahne, Steve Taylor himself
and many others.
Steve will mail six issues of Kidshow Kaleidoscope on audio CD yearly beginning in January 2006.
Charter subscriptions are now available at the website www.KidshowKaleidoscope.com or by
calling Steve toll-free at 1-888-473-7869. When you subscribe, mention you heard about Kidshow
Kaleidoscope from me David Ginn, and Steve will give you a special price of only $39 per year
($21 bucks off the retail value of $60) Credit cards accepted.
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SHIPPING/PAYMENT: Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Amex, checks, MO, cash in US DOLLARS ONLY.
Make payable to DAVID GINN. We ship both UPS (USA only) and USMAIL (worldwide). NO RUSH
ORDERS!!! Postage is $7 on orders up to $49, $8 orders $50-99; $9 per hundred on orders $100 or more.
Outside USA, $10 minimum or 30% airmail.

David Ginn comedy magic books, props, videos
370 Bay Grove Road • Loganville GA 30052 USA
(770) 466-8421 • FAX (770) 554-8209
ginnorders@comcast.net
www.ginnmagic.com
Mail or FAX Order Form. FAX or mail only form below.
DEAR GINN FAMILY: Please send me the following items listed below.
My check, cash, or money order on US bank is enclosed. Or charge to my credit card below:
[ ] Visa [ ] MC [ ] Dis [ ] Amx #

exp.

Name
Address

Item & Price

AUTUMN’S

E-Leaflet

Item & Price

24-HR FAX (770) 554-8209
Email: ginnorders@comcast.net

Shipping

Total

